
Prof. Lan Young Moon's visit to Albania and Kosovo 
June 13th – 17th, 2014  
Beloved brothers and sisters, 

Through Heavenly Parent’s and True Parents’ love we have been witnessing endless blessings coming to us! 

We would like to report you about the recent visit in Albania and Kosovo of the newly appointed Special 
Emissary to Eastern Europe Prof. Lan Young Moon from 13th – 17th of June 2014. 

Originally Prof. Moon planned to arrive in Albania on June 13th, but we asked her to come one day earlier 
because on June 14th UPF organized a national conference at the Albanian Science Academy and we 
wanted Prof. Moon to greet the conference. Fortunately Prof. Moon could arrange her schedule and 
arrived in Albania on June 13th.  

   

 

On June 14th, from 10.00 AM we started the scientific conference where also Prof. Moon greeted the 
audience of 100 VIPs and Ambassadors for Peace. She had the chance also to speak to many AfP and VIPs 
individually during the break and luncheon. 

   



On the afternoon of the 14th, the Leadership of the Albanian movement gathered to have a meeting with 
Prof. Moon at the national HQ office. All community leaders and providential organization leaders 
presented brief reports for Prof. Moon to understand the situation in Albania. Then she shared her heart 
and appreciation for the hard work of all brothers and sisters. 

 

 

On the next day, around 100 members gathered at the HQ main hall in Tirana for the Sunday Service. The 
sermon was given by Prof. Moon who gave a deep testimony on True Parents work and her personal 
experiences with True Parents. It was an amazing opportunity for all Albanian brothers and sisters to be 
able to meet and listen to the testimony of one of the earliest members who joined the family and 
followed True Parents. Being able to welcome and listen to the 110th member who joined the family and 
has been following True Parents for almost 60 years was a blessing to all of us. Many brothers and sisters 
were in tears as Prof. Moon tearfully shared her heart and encouraged everybody to do our utmost, 
especially while True Mother is with us on the earth. 

 

Right after Sunday Service, Prof. Moon had a meeting with members of Women’s Federation for World 
Peace in Albania. Around 30 women gathered to meet and listen to Prof. Moon. She emphasized to them 
the role and importance of the women as mothers who can embrace the whole world and bring substantial 
peace and reconciliation among peace by overcoming barriers of race, nationality, religions and cultures. At 
the end of their meeting, women celebrated together with singing and dancing. 



 

 

Next day, on June 16th, Prof. Moon traveled by car to Kosovo together with Rev. Shin – the Special Envoy of 
True Parents to Albania – to meet brothers and sisters there. Late afternoon, around 20 brothers and 
sisters in Kosovo gathered at the FFWPU center in Pristina to listen to Prof. Moon message. After listening 
to the brief introduction on providence in Kosovo by the community leader there, Prof. Moon tearfully 
expressed her grateful heart to all brothers and sisters for their precious contribution to God’s providence 
and encouraged everybody to proudly testify to True Parents and share their love to all people in Kosovo. 
After the meeting Prof. Moon invited all brothers and sisters for dinner in a lovely restaurant in Pristina. 

   

On June 17th, Prof. Moon and Rev. Shin met with Mr. Hydajet Hyseni – the founder of UPF in Kosovo and 
member of Global Peace Council. Prof. Moon thanked Mr. Hyseni for helping in bringing Kosovo’s Prime 
Minister last year in Korea to attend the World Summit and asked him to work together to develop the 
foundation build so far. Mr. Hyseni on the other hand thanked Prof. Moon and Rev. Shin for the great 
support UPF has given to the new state of Kosovo and assured them that already the key leaders of Kosovo 
have great appreciation for UPF and again requested that Mother Moon visits Kosovo whenever she can. 

Prof. Moon then left to the airport with the promise to convey to our precious True Mother the love and 
heart of all Albanian brothers and sisters and their determination to bring victory and glory to True Parents.  

Reported by: 

Gani Rroshi (Albanian NL) 


